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To validate range shifts in proton therapy, we investigated the potential of using
the temporal information of prompt gamma rays as an indicator. We simulated
the proton transport process using Monte Carlo simulations and used a
geometric scorer to obtain the location and timing of prompt gamma ray
production. By using a homogeneous target material in the simulation model,
we established a fitted relationship between the range of 90–210 MeV protons
and the corresponding temporal spectral width. Additionally, by introducing air
cavities of 2–20mm in simulations of inhomogeneous target materials, we
observed significant correlations between the range offsets and the temporal
spectral widths. These correlations were fitted to derive a functional relationship
between the two variables.
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1 Introduction

Proton and heavy ion beams are known for their dosimetric characteristics, specifically
the Bragg peaks. These characteristics make them promising for precise tumor treatment.
However, uncertainties in the range of these beams have hindered their widespread clinical
application [1]. In order to guarantee treatment accuracy, it is crucial to verify their actual
range. Various range verification methods are currently being investigated [2, 3], focusing
on establishing the correlation between secondary particle information and range.

A possible method for real-time monitoring, known as prompt gamma imaging (PGI),
is currently under development. PGI utilizes a detector with a collimator or a Compton
camera to reconstruct the emission point of prompt gamma rays [4–10]. However,
implementation of shielding or Compton imaging methods may require an increase in
detector size. In addition, the use of large, bulky collimators limits the directions fromwhich
the beam can come. This means that not all irradiation plans can be carried out without
repositioning the detector in the meantime. As a more cost-effective alternative, the prompt
gamma timing (PGT) method employs a time detector to obtain the time distribution of
prompt gamma rays [11–18].
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Previous studies have indicated a correlation between the width
of the time spectrum of prompt gamma rays and the proton range
[11, 19]. In previous studies, the correlations between proton ranges
and time spectra in experimental data have typically been analyzed
through linear models. In these studies, it becomes apparent that
certain data points deviate from the outcomes obtained through
linear fitting. Thus, this correlation does not appear to be a
straightforward linear relationship. The use of inaccurately fitted
model may affect the accuracy and sensitivity of the range validation
of the method. The purpose of this study is to determine an accurate
correlation between the spectral width over time and the range of
protons as they travel. We derived a fitting model from kinematic
equations and will apply it to data from Monte Carlo simulations.
These simulations were conducted on both homogeneous and non-

homogeneous target materials to facilitate the fitting. With this
approach, the study aims to better understand the relationship
between these two variables.

2 Materials and methods

Figure 1 illustrates a Geant4 [20–22] simulation of a
monoenergetic proton beam interacting with a rectangular water
target. The physical list used is QGSP_BIC_HP_EMY. The
simulation records information such as time (tp), position (xp),
and energy (Ep) of the protons as they travel through the target. The
point where the proton beam enters the water target is denoted as
(0, 0, E0). For the primary proton, only the time (tR) and position

FIGURE 1
Proton beam of initial energy E0 traversing a water target. The time, position and energy (tp , xp , Ep) , traveled by the proton, are recorded at each
point along the transportation path. The proton reaches the point (tR ,R,0) when its energy drops to zero.

FIGURE 2
Proton Beam Termination in Target where (A) denotes the travel time, (C) denotes the final stop position, and (B) and (D) indicate the moment and
position of second prompt gamma-ray emission during proton traversal, respectively.
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(R) at which the proton energy declines to zero (Ep � 0), indicating
complete proton stoppage are recorded. As for the secondary
prompt gamma rays, we track and record all the interaction
points occurring between the initial state (0, 0, E0) and the
proton’s stopping point (tR, R, 0), which allows us to determine
the position and time of each prompt gamma ray emission. The
simulation results are shown in Figure 2.

Comparing plots (A) with (C) and (B) with (D) in Figure 2, it
becomes apparent that the position of the falling edge in the
distribution of proton stoppage and prompt gamma emission
exhibits correlation on both spatial and temporal scales. This
spatial correlation serves as the validation range for the prompt
gamma imaging technique. Furthermore, the relationship between
the temporal correlation and the proton’s travel time and path forms
the foundation for the development of the prompt gamma
timing technique.

The proton’s traveling kinetics is examined in the simulated
conditions depicted in Figure 1. The calculation procedure is
outlined as follows:

The energy lost (dE) by a charged particle in a distance
increment (dx) can be expressed based on the stopping power:

dEp

dx

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣x�xp � − S Ep( ) (1)

Where S(Ep) is the stopping power at x � xp.According to the
Bethe-Block formula [23], the stopping power S can be expressed as

S � 4πz2e4ZN
m0v2

ln
2m0v2

I
( ) − ln 1 − β2( ) − β2[ ] (2)

Where z is the incident particle charge, Z is the atomic
number of the target material atom, N is the atomic counts of
the target material atom, v is velocity of incident particles, I is
average ionization energy of target atom, β is v/c and c is the speed
of light.

Ignoring the correction term in square brackets, one obtains

S∝
1
v2

(3)

In addition, for simplicity, relativity is not considered, the
kinetic energy of the proton is related to the velocity as

Ep � 1
2
mvp

2 (4)

Due to

vp � dxp

dt
(5)

Combining Eq. 1 and Eq. 5, we have

tp � ∫xp

x0

dx

vp x( ) � ∫E0

Ep

dE

v E( )S E( ) (6)

Combining Eq. 2 and Eq. 6,

tp ∝∫E0

Ep

v E( )dE (7)

Combining Eq. 4 and Eq. 7 yields:

tp ∝∫E0

Ep

��
E

√
dE (8)

When xp � R, Ep � 0, and Eq. 8 is

tp ∝E1.5 (9)

The neglect of relativistic effects in Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 during the
theoretical derivation may deteriorate the applicability of the model.
To correct this, we applied a power function model, informed by the
outcomes of Eq. 5, to the data from the Monte Carlo simulations. By
refining the power parameter within this model, we ensured it
precisely represented the relationship between time and energy.
Subsequently, to acquire comprehensive information for data fitting,
we will conduct simulations using the Geant4 Monte Carlo tool to
investigate neutron background and collect detailed data.

2.1 Neutron background for prompt gamma
time detection

To investigate the neutron background when detecting prompt
gamma rays, a simulation experiment was designed as depicted in
Figure 3A. The physical list used is QGSP_BIC_HP_EMY. In this
experiment, a single Pencil Beam Scanning (PBS) spots with
180MeV and 108 protons was directed towards a water phantom,
while a 4 cm × 4 cm detector was located at the entrance of the
beam at a distance of 20 cm and at 90° to the beam axis. The
detector recorded the time of arrival at its surface, enabling the
calculation of the time of flight from the proton’s entry to the
detection of the secondary particle. Simultaneously, we recorded the
particle type (photon or neutron) to assess the global influence of the
neutron background on the time distribution of prompt gamma rays.
For its detection efficiency, we set it up as an ideal detector which detects
PGs and neutrons with equal selectivity.

2.2 Homogeneous target material
simulation

To establish a correlation between the proton range and the time
spectrum of prompt gamma emission in Figure 2, simulations were
conducted with proton beam ranging from 90 MeV to 210 MeV,
with increments of 5 MeV, using the experimental setup outlined in
Figure 3A. The time detector was also located at the entrance of the
beam at a distance of 20 cm and at 90° to the beam axis. The arrival
times of prompt gamma rays were recorded using the time detector.
In each simulation at a specific proton energy, the proton travel time
and distance were plotted, as demonstrated in Figures 2A, C. The
proton range and the corresponding time required to reach the
range were obtained as prior knowledge for subsequent simulations.

2.3 Inhomogeneous target material
simulation

To investigate whether the range shift can be detected by
analyzing the time distribution of prompt gamma rays, a
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simulation was conducted using an inhomogeneous target. Specifically,
an air cavity with a thickness ranging from2mm to 20 mmwas placed at
regular intervals, with a step size of 2 mm, starting 5 cm before the
proton range. In this simulation, a single PBS spots of 180MeVwith 108

protons was used to irradiate the target. The time detector, positioned
above the water target, recorded the arrival moments of the prompt
gamma rays. The schematic representation of this simulation setup is
illustrated in Figure 3B.

At the start of each simulation, the time of proton entry within
the target is recorded. The time spectrum of the prompt gamma rays
is then obtained by calculating the difference between themoment of
acquisition on the time detector and the moment of proton entry. To
determine the appropriate time window, the corresponding width of
the time spectrum is either read or calculated [19]. Given the
observed asymmetry in the temporal distribution of our spectra,
we adopted a methodical approach to delineate the spectrum width
directly from the processed data. This delineation process was
defined in two steps:

Step 1. Considering the fixed positional relationship between the
detector and the target for each specified incident energy, the beginning
of the spectrumwidth inherently corresponds to the prompt gamma ray
emissions originating at the target’s entry point. Hence, the spectrum’s
initiation is both predetermined and invariant;

Step 2. Pertaining to the determination of the spectrum
termination, a sigmoid fitting was executed on the spectrum’s
concluding segment. The precise points of inflection derived
from this sigmoidal characterization were judiciously selected to
denote the end limits of the width.

3 Results

3.1 Neutron background for prompt gamma
time detection

Following the irradiation of a water target using a 180MeV single
PBS spots proton beam, a total of 45,597 gamma rays and
41,693 neutrons were recorded as a result of the nuclear reaction

between the protons and the target material. Upon applying a time
window of 10 ns, 45,245 gamma rays and 18,205 neutrons remained in
the dataset.

The time distributions of gamma rays and neutrons, after
applying the filtering process, are shown separately in Figure 4. It
is evident that the gamma rays are primarily concentrated within the
first 2.3 ns of the time spectrum, while the neutrons exhibit a more
uniform distribution throughout the spectrum after 2 ns By setting a
time window of 2.3 ns, more than 95% of the neutron background
can be excluded, while retaining 92% of the gamma rays. This allows
for the effective exclusion of the majority of neutron events and
reduces the interference caused by the neutron background by
employing an appropriate time window. The statistics and time
windows mentioned above are based on the current simulation
parameters. It is important to note that these values may vary
depending on the specific simulation conditions and
experimental setup.

FIGURE 3
Simulation settings. Proton beam irradiated (A) a homogeneouswater target and (B) a inhomogeneous target with an air cavity. A time detector is set
up above the water target to record the time of arrival of prompt gamma rays or neutrons at the detector.

FIGURE 4
Time spectrum of gamma rays (red triangles) and neutrons (blue
triangles) recorded by the detector. The time window is 5 ns.
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3.2 Time spectrum of homogeneous
target material

In the simulation of an irradiation of the water target with a
single PBS spots proton beam ranging from 90 MeV to 200 MeV,

with 108 protons, several parameters were collected for each energy
level. These included the proton range, the transmission time
fringes, and the prompt gamma time spectra. The acquired PG
time spectra are illustrated in Figure 5. To investigate the
relationship between the proton range and the width of the time

FIGURE 5
Prompt gamma time spectra and their widths using proton irradiation at 100 MeV (red dots), 150 MeV (blue dots) and 200 MeV (green dots).

FIGURE 6
Raw data (dots) and fitted curves (red line) for (A) travelling time vs. energy (B) Range vs. energy (C) Time spectrum width vs. vs. travelling time (D)
range vs. width.
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spectrum, the width of the time spectra was calculated using Eq. 10.
This analysis allows for an examination of the correlation between
the extent of the proton range and the spread of the time spectrum.

The proton energy was fitted to the proton travel time using Eq.
9, and the fitting results are displayed in Figure 6A. Then, based on
past research, the proton range and proton energy follow a power
law [24], as depicted in Figure 6B. Additionally, to avoid the
introduction of additional complex parameters, a linear fit was
conducted to examine the relationship between the proton travel
time and the temporal spectral width. This analysis was depicted in
Figure 6C, which exhibited a high correlation coefficient (R2 =
0.9987). Based on this strong correlation, it can be inferred that
the linear model accurately captures the association between these
two variables in the given simulation conditions. By combining the
aforementioned results, a final fit was achieved between the range
and the time spectral width, as presented in Figure 6D. The fitting
results, utilizing the form axb + c, and the R2 of the fit was 0.9997,
which demonstrate good agreement with the simulation results. It
can be concluded that there exists a strong correlation between the
width of the time spectrum and the proton range for homogeneous
target materials. The fitted equation can be expressed as follows:

W � 0.014 ns/mmb · Rb + 0.1546 ns (10)

where W represents the width in nanoseconds (ns), R denotes the
range in millimeters (mm), and b is a dimensionless parameter
derived from the fitting process, with a determined value of 0.9104.
This equation demonstrates a good correlation with the observed
simulated data.

3.3 Time spectra of inhomogeneous
target materials

In the case of an air cavity, proton ranges and time spectrum
widths were determined for various air thicknesses. The simulations

were repeated multiple times for each thickness condition, and the
mean and standard deviation of the time spectrum widths were
calculated. These results are presented in Figure 7, where fitted
curves based on the time spectrum widths are displayed. In terms of
selecting the fittingmodel, we incorporated an additional term in Eq.
10 to account for the time of uniform flight of the proton while
passing through cavities with varying thicknesses. This adjustment
was made in the simulation results for the homogeneous target
discussed in Section 3.2. Moreover, the fitting results align well with
the simulation outcomes. This indicates a strong correlation
between the variation in the time spectral width and the changes
in air cavity thickness for the inhomogeneous target material.
Similarly, our fitted equation is,

W � 0.014 ns/mmb · Rb + 0.003877 ns/mm · R − 0.682832 ns

(11)
where b equals 0.9104, and the R2 of the fit was 0.9824, and fits the
relationship between these two variables well.

4 Discussion

Uncertainty in the constituent elements of the human body can
lead to deviations between the actual range and the therapeutic
range in proton therapy. To address this challenge and enable real-
time range validation during treatment, among other methods,
researchers explored the use of temporal information from
prompt gamma rays. The PGT method offers several advantages
over PGI. Initially, for collimated cameras, the utilization of
collimators enhances range sensitivity, although it concurrently
reduces detection efficiency and increases the footprint and
weight of the detection system. In contrast, position-sensitive
gamma-ray imaging systems do not necessitate collimators,
thereby ensuring efficient detection and better integration into
the treatment system. In addition, it does not require complex
imaging algorithms like Compton cameras, but relies on
common detection techniques and direct data acquisition.
Although PGT may acquire less proton range information per
detected prompt gamma rays compared to conventional PGI
methods, the detection efficiency is notably enhanced.
Measurement statistics obtained through PGT are solely
determined by the throughput of the detection system. In
contrast, Compton cameras used in PGI need to sift through
detection information to identify usable events, resulting in a
lower efficiency for the same detector load [11]. Considering
these advantages, the PGT method exhibits promising research
prospects. In previous studies, researchers have initially explored
the possibility of using statistical methods to investigate the use of
PGT to identify range shift, with encouraging results [15, 17, 19].
However, in these studies, a linear relationship is usually used to
establish a correlation between PGT spectral width and range. In the
present study, we would like to explore the correlation between the
two in depth.

A theoretical and simulation study was conducted to
demonstrate the feasibility of utilizing the time spectrum of
prompt gamma for proton beam range verification. The
correlation between the width of the prompt gamma time

FIGURE 7
Mean and standard deviation (dots with error bar) and fitted
curves (red line) of the results of multiple simulations for irradiating a
non-uniform target with an air cavity.
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spectrum and the proton range was investigated, and a functional
relationship between the prompt gamma time spectrum and the
proton range was established for irradiation of a homogeneous
target material, see Eq. 10. This result uses a fitting model that
incorporates the kinetic basis of proton transport and helps to
understand the correlations between physical quantities.

Additionally, simulations were performed by introducing
various thicknesses of air cavities into the homogeneous target to
simulate range shifts. The correlation between the change in the
width of the prompt gamma time spectrum and the magnitude of
the range shift was examined, and a functional relationship between
these two variables was derived, see Eq. 11. In this fit, the effect of
proton transport time in heterogeneous materials on the broadening
of the PGT spectrum, which was not previously taken into account,
is taken into account while inheriting the fitted model of the
homogeneous target material from the previous step.

However, it is important to note that this study focused on
simulations using a monoenergetic proton beam and an ideal
detector, and uses a fitting model that applicable only for air
cavities insertions. It did not account for the temporal structure
of the actual proton beam and the temporal resolution limitations of
real detectors [25, 26]. These factors will introduce blur in the
relationship between the width of the time spectrum and the range
[27]. Future studies will address this limitation by first assessing the
sensitivity of the method in the ideal scenario, and secondly by
investigating the extent to which the actual temporal structure of the
proton beam and the temporal resolution of the detector contribute
to the broadening of the time spectrum’s width. Additionally, they
will examine how these factors affect the method’s sensitivity to
shifts in range. Subsequent studies will analyze whether this method
can be applied for proton range verification under clinical
conditions, comparing its verification accuracy with the existing
prompt gamma imaging method. This will further validate the
potential and applicability of the proposed time spectrum-based
approach in practical clinical settings.

5 Conclusion

In this study, theoretical derivation and Monte Carlo
simulations were used to establish a fitting model for the width
of the prompt gamma time spectrum and the proton range to better
understand the correlation between the two, and the results show
that when fitting the width of the time spectrum and the proton
range, the R2 of the fitting model used in the fitting is 0.9997 and
0.9824 in the homogeneous and non-homogeneous targets,

respectively, which indicates that the model can well fit the
simulation result by using the model. This outcome clearly
establishes a physically-based relationship between time width
and proton range, offering new prospects for monitoring proton
therapy range using prompt gamma time spectra.
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